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AbstrAct
Microtransactions denote a payment made for purchase of mobile phone application or addi-
tional content in video games. the basic revenue principle for publisher was to sell the entire 
content at once, with the buyer having to pay the game as a whole. trends from mobile ap-
plications and mobile games market have slowly transferred to Pc games and console video 
games. About one half of total revenue of big video games publishers comes from micro-
transactions. the topics of this paper are the economic effects of microtransactions on video 
game industry business model. the scope of microtransactions and different implementing 
procedures will be discused in paper. the goal is to determine the change of the position of all 
stakeholders involved in the process of creating and publishing video games.
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1. introduction
After initial success, the video game industry has undergone a great expansion in the last two decades of the 20th century. There was a signifi-
cant increase in the number of published titles every year, 
except in the period from 1983 to 1985 [1]. In amusement 
arcade, video game machines gradually replace the pin-
ball, while some companies develop specialized home 
gaming consoles. the growing market accepts all kinds of 
products, which leads to development of different gaming 
genres. Video games begin to intertwine with other genres 
of modern culture, primarily music and film [2].
Due to the high cost of equipment and unavailability of 
professional staff, the number of companies on the supply 
side was initially very small. With increasing demand, 
more and more development studios and publishers have 
entered the market. the basic revenue principle for pub-
lisher was to sell the entire content at once, with the buyer 
having to pay the game as a whole (a pay-to-play concept, 
a premium-price sale). In this way, the buyer received the 
whole game, while the publisher was compensated in full. 
there were major changes on the video games supply side 
at the beginning of 21st century. the sharp drop in equip-
ment prices and the exponential growth in the number of 
educated Ict experts have allowed the creation of a large 
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number of new development teams. the overproduction 
of video games made success much more difficult than in 
the previous period.
Development teams were buying media visibility and 
favorable positioning in stores through contracts with 
publishers. As these positions were limited and costly, 
development teams turned to the Internet as a distribution 
channel. this creates a segment of independent devel-
opment teams - the so-called indie studios. Using direct 
distribution, indie studios could avoid imposed contract 
with publishers. Given that their budgets are very limited, 
games they make in most cases cannot be compared with 
games that are funded by major publishers. therefore, 
indie games prices are also several times lower. An alter-
native approach was the partial sale of the game at lower 
price, or even the free download of the game, in which 
some content could be additionally charged. In gaming 
terminology, games that are basically obtained free are 
called free-to-play games, or freemium games, and all 
purchases that are subsequently performed are called mi-
crotransactions.
the topics of this paper are the economic effects of 
microtransactions on video game industry business model. 
the goal is to determine the change of the position of all 
stakeholders involved in the process of creating and pub-
lishing video games. The first part explains the concept of 
microtransactions and the forms in which they can occur. 
In the second part, the method of performing microtrans-
actions in different circumstances was analyzed. In the 
third part, the impact of microtransactions on publishers' 
cash flow is analyzed.
2. The Scope of Microtransactions
Originally, microtransactions denote a payment when pur-
chasing an application for a mobile phone or additional 
content in video games [3]. Although most microtransac-
tions are low-amount payments, they can be said to be de-
termined primarily by purpose, not by the amount. there 
are many examples of microtransactions of high amount, 
often at the price level for complete games, as in the case 
of Dead space 3 [4]. However, most of the applications 
for mobile operating systems are sold at a price that falls 
under the category of micropayment - usually only a few 
dollars. Applications are offered at a low price to reach 
as many users as possible. Another group of applications 
offers free download and use of basic content. Publishers 
often offer additional content, which can be purchased 
at low price, which either brings new functional use of 
the application or make a certain change in design. some 
applications have free versions that are full of third-party 
ads, so the user has to pay a certain amount if he wants 
to use a clean version [5]. the trick that publishers often 
resort to is to give a trial period of several weeks during 
which the application is free. the idea is to make user 
accustomed to the application, so in order not to lose the 
product that gives him value he accepts to pay later.
trends from mobile applications and mobile games 
market have slowly transferred to Pc games and console 
video games. The concept of microtransactions was firstly 
adopted by indie studios, fighting thus against the more 
potent competition of publishers. After some time, the 
publishers themselves have changed business policy and 
started to rely on microtransactions, even in those games 
for which customers paid full price when buying. Depend-
ing on the genre of the video game, various additional 
contents can be purchased via microtransactions. General-
ly, through microtransactions customers can make cosmet-
ic changes to the existing game design, bring additional 
content otherwise unavailable in a free version, improve 
position under existing conditions, buy time or subscribe 
to access certain game modes.
there are many ways to sell cosmetic content through 
microtransactions, which in no way affect the very mech-
anism of play. this comprises the purchase of alternative 
looks or costumes for existing characters in the game, 
completely new characters, a different voice of narrators 
or characters, elements of an environment that have no 
effect on gameplay. this is the case with Far cry 5 [6] and 
Overwatch [7], which represent the most exclusive class 
of games on the market. Most of the gaming community 
accepts only cosmetic microtransactions, because it is 
considered that all other forms create an imbalance among 
players. cosmetic changes are often part of a wider pack 
of microtransactions and serve as an additional stimulus 
to consent the player to additional purchase.
the second group of microtransactions brings addi-
tional content to the existing game, without changing 
gameplay or creating imbalances. It is used for buying 
new missions in action games, new nations and new sce-
nario packages in strategic games, new vehicles or tracks 
in racing games, classic teams or regimes in sports games, 
new characters in fighting games, new levels in platform 
games and new episodes in adventure games or game-
play modes in managerial simulations. those additional 
contents are called DLc (downloadable content), and 
are often sold at a price that is close to the price of the 
original. Often by purchasing a DLc package, the player 
really gets a new experience and gets the feeling that the 
creators have made the effort to bring additional content. 
this is the case with the DLc package Lair of the shadow 
broker for Mass Effect 2, and the Enemy Within for the 
XcOM[8], which extends the story of the original game 
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with additional content and offers a new experience to 
the players. there are frequent situations when the DLc 
package obviously represents a scrapped part of the origi-
nal game, with the only purpose of additional charge. this 
is an example of buying additional characters in the game 
Mortal combat X [9], which rises the original 60$ price to 
an incredible 150$. DLc packages are sources of extra in-
come for publisher, because the resources used for its cre-
ation had already been used to create the original game. 
this is the typical example of achieving the economy of 
scale [10].
the third group of microtransactions is especially un-
popular in the gaming community. It is about purchases 
that change the existing balance in the game. In games 
intended for one player, microtransactions facilitate pro-
motion, while in multiplayer games they create a priv-
ileged position for a player who pays, and discriminate 
other players. Purchasing of improvements and bonuses 
for character or fraction that a player is leading distorts 
the existing balance of the game [11]. buyers of micro-
transactions have more chances to win than other players. 
such an approach is called pay-to-win and is often ag-
gressively stimulated by the design of the game, which 
prevents progress after some level of achievement without 
microtransactions. Earlier it was characteristic of mobile 
games, whose initial launch was not charged, but progress 
through the game was becoming increasingly difficult or 
almost impossible. there are attempts to apply pay-to-win 
approaches in the most exclusive games, which have are 
already been paid full price. Although publishers give of-
ficial announcements that everything that is the subject of 
microtransactions can be obtained by playing, in practice 
things are a little different. In the game star Wars battle-
front 2, unlocking of all content is practically impossible 
without payment [12]. A team of players has created tables 
with a calculation of the required hours of playing for 
gradually unlocking the content, where only for the first 
hero (one of the many that follow) it takes many dozens 
of hours playing. Fortunately for the future of video game 
development, the gaming community punished an attempt 
to double-charge through the boycott of this game.
"selling time" is especially popular in mobile games, 
which means players who play the free version must wait 
for a certain period of time between their turns, while 
players that pay microtransactions eliminate waiting pe-
riods and can play more consecutive turns. A negative 
example of this practice is the mobile version of Dungeon 
Keeper, where serious progress was completely blocked 
without payment [13]. Games that imply a time limit to 
complete certain tasks or to finish levels also sell time. 
In this case, users want to buy additional time, because 
after initial progress it becomes impossible to continue to 
advance according to the schedule that games originally 
provide.
On gaming consoles, such as sony Play station and 
Microsoft Xbox, multiplayer regime of any game is extra 
charged. Players also need to pay periodic subscriptions 
in order to access a multiplayer mode in some Pc games. 
since these games do not practically have single play-
er mode, or if such a mode is much less attractive than 
the multiplayer mode, publishers sell passes for servers 
through which multiplayer matches are organized. the 
sales volume represents the economy of scale, as the bulk 
of the costs are fixed and relates to the maintenance of 
their own or leased servers, so a greater number of players 
reduces the average cost. A large number of publishers 
use this form of microtransactions even for premium-price 
games. An example is the World of Warcraft, in which it 
is necessary to pay an annual or monthly pass in order to 
be able to play in multiplayer mode [14]. In the literature, 
the sale of a pass is not actually called microtransactions, 
but it is a business model of additional sales that is close 
to the previously described ones.
there are many games that combine these approaches 
in order to achieve as much profit as possible. Game of 
War: Fire Age is infamous for uncompromising access to 
microtransactions [15]. time limits, the inaccessibility of 
stronger units and weapons, unlocking social events, in 
this game everything is for sale and everything is impos-
sile or very difficult to achieve without payment.
3. implementation of Microtransactions in 
video Games
Implementing microtransactions into games can be done 
in different ways, but they all have two aspirations. On 
the one hand, making purchases should be as simple as 
possible and not to interrupt the gaming process, while on 
the other hand, the act of purchasing additional content 
itself should psychologically be as far away from spend-
ing money as possible. The first request comes as a result 
of the need to respond to the wishes of the players at the 
time they occur. the desire to spend money on in-game 
purchases comes as a result of the game itself, so payment 
must follow this process and not interrupt it. It is often 
an impulsive reaction caused by poor results achieved, so 
delaying execution could result in a decrease in desire. 
Leaving the game in order to make a payment can lead to 
hesitation and postponement of purchase, causing the loss 
of potential earnings. such a situation would be equivalent 
to going to the bank and traditional payment for a service 
or product in e-commerce. therefore, regardless of the 
service where the payment will be made, it is necessary to 
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implement the store itself in the game. 
the second requirement is the consequence of the ten-
dency to relativize the consumption of real money and to 
separate it from the content being purchased. From a psy-
chological point of view, it is easier to sell certain content 
if the customer is not aware of its true price, or its relative 
price compared to other products or services. therefore, 
development teams will rarely set prices in fiat currency 
for additional content they sell. the above mentioned does 
not apply to DLc packages and subscription payments, 
because these prices are clearly indicated and purchases 
are not in-game. 
One of the easiest ways to achieve both requests is to 
use virtual money as an intermediary. Virtual money is 
electronic money used in an enclosed virtual community. 
It serves as a mean of calculation and payment in transac-
tions where the issuer is involved. It is used for purchas-
ing virtual products and services [16]. For microtransactions 
purposes, development teams have implemented virtual 
money in a number of video games. Depending on the de-
sign, the game can have one or two (some way and more 
than two) forms of virtual money. In games where there 
are two or more forms of virtual money, one form is dis-
tinguished and it cannot be earned in the game, but it must 
be purchased. such a form is usually called the premium 
currency and its shape varies [17]. In most games, these are 
gems (clash of clans, Dungeon Keeper, clumsy Ninja) 
and gold (Game of War, Farm Heroes saga, real racing 
3), while some games have unique premium currency 
forms, such as nobility points at Kingdom at War and do-
nuts in simpsons: tapped Out [18]. It is not possible to buy 
exactly the desired amount of virtual money (as much as 
it takes to buy, for example, the new skin for the charac-
ter that player leads), but there are pre-defined packages. 
Package prices usually range from $ 4.99 and very often 
go up to $ 100. the use of premium currency gives the 
publishers four types of advantages.
Firstly, by using a package system, publishers get space 
for a discount system. Most often each more expensive 
package offers a higher amount of premium currency, 
attracting users to perform more expensive purchases. 
this is supported by the fact that packages cheaper than 
$ 4.99 are rarely purchased even when they are available. 
secondly, players rarely apply a fiat currency/premium 
currency rate to final purchase. If the basic package of 132 
donuts in the simpsons: tapped out game costs $ 9.99 and 
the christmas tree costs 75 donuts, the player will not fo-
cus too much on calculating the price of tree in dollars and 
comparing it with a price from a real environment. If he 
or she wants a christmas tree, he or she will focus on the 
necessary donuts. If the "change" remains unused, then 
the model of selling the premium currency through pack-
ages is even more successful, because players spend more 
compared to the situation when they could buy the desired 
item directly. thirdly, by using the package system, pub-
lishers get a tool for price discrimination. Depending on 
whether a player buys the same premium currency in the 
United states, Japan, the UK or Europe, prices will vary. 
this means that the real exchange rates will not be applied 
to the packages, but the approximate rates that allow the 
rounding of prices in certain currencies. In other words, 
some players can have price advantage for smaller or 
larger packages than players from other geographical re-
gions. Finally, publishers can apply a non-refundable and 
loss-aversion method to provoke players to buy. Players 
receive a premium currency in small amounts as a reward 
for certain activities. As these volumes are insufficient to 
buy, publishers offer an additional premium currency that 
will allow the use of pre-existing stocks. Most players 
have an aversion to loss and believe that existing stocks 
are earned, and that they can be lost if not used. Although 
a rational purchase decision should not depend on whether 
a certain amount of premium currency has already been 
earned, a large number of players behave in accordance 
with the sunk costs fallacy [19] is willing to pay extra in or-
der not to lose previously earned.
the second most frequent microtransactions model are 
so-called loot boxes. Players get loot boxes of unknown 
content which cannot be opened unless they pay a certain 
amount as a reward for progress. While the virtual money 
model is more often used in mobile games, the loot boxes 
model is more common in Pc games [20]. the contents of 
the boxes vary from cosmetic details to serious improve-
ments that make gameplay easier. the problem is that 
player cannot know in advance what he or she will get. 
Using a similar aversion to loss as in the case of virtual 
money, publishers are provoking players with loot boxes 
to pay and get the secret contents. the price of opening 
one box is low, but the problem is that their content often 
has a low value for player. In the case of games where 
a large amount of different items are collected, a player 
can spend huge amounts on opening boxes whose content 
he does not need. the problem is not in the application 
of the system itself, but in the distribution of prizes and 
their impact on the further course of the gameplay. If the 
system is designed so that player cannot progress through 
the game without the paid content, this aggressive model 
can be punished by the abandonment of a large number of 
players.
Although all forms of microtransactions have encoun-
tered a disapproval of gaming community at a smaller 
or larger scale, loot boxes have been the subject of legal 
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considerations in several countries [21]. the main criticism 
is that players pay a certain amount of money without 
knowledge what they are going to receive and therefore 
loot boxes actually represent the form of gambling. the 
belgian court ruled that loot boxes in FIFA 18, published 
by the EA Games, represent a form of gambling [22]. Ac-
cording to the verdict, a larger number of publishers were 
ordered to ban loot boxes in games sold in belgium, and 
an investigation was conducted against those who did not 
comply with the decision. Just before that, New Zealand 
ruled that loot boxes were not a form of gambling [23]. 
the crucial problem is that gambling regulation is a very 
demanding procedure, which video game publishers prob-
ably will never undertake. However, the argument that 
video game publishers refer to is that loot boxes always 
give something to the customer, only that it is not always 
what the customer wanted. In fact, they are close to card 
collecting, because the customer does not always get what 
he bought the bag for. During gambling, the player can 
remain without anything, and this is not possible with loot 
boxes. the opponent's argument is that cards have some 
intrinsic value, because the customer can trade cards that 
he does not need, which is not possible in video games. 
Also, the contents of the card bag is decided at pack-
age-time, while the content of the loot box is decided at 
open-time, which means that publishers can deliberately 
remove items player needs. 
regardless of the form they choose, publishers are 
aware that most of the customers will not use micro-
transactions. by attracting a sufficient number of those 
willing to spend, the average income from the game will 
increase. A survey in 2014 showed that only 1.5% of 
free-to-play games players use microtransactions, and 
that 10% of them produce 50% of total revenue [24]. this 
means that 0.15% of the total number of players brings 
half of all revenues. these players are called in zargon 
"whales" [25]. Unlike individuals who spend a lot in the 
real world, "whales" of video games are not millionaires. 
those are average people, mostly younger men, who 
easily get on certain entertainment content. In 2016, the 
Taphoy platform classified users according to the average 
number of microtransactions and amounts they spend. 
"Whales" perform 7.4 purchases monthly, spending on 
average $ 335. This is an amount that is five times higher 
than the price of exclusive Pc games [26]. 
4. Changes in video Games industry
there were two opposing tendencies in creating video 
games over the past 15 years. The first was the growth of 
total budgets needed for the production (development and 
marketing) of top-notch video games. the second was the 
fall in the minimal required budget for creation average 
video games, which led to the rise of an indie scene [27]. 
During this period, mid-size studies were virtually gone, 
while the entire industry polarized at one of the two ends. 
the content of video games today is far more realistic in 
every way than it was fifteen years ago, but the number 
of designers and animators needed is much higher. Large 
studios can hire more designers and animators than be-
fore, and each individual aspect of the game is made lon-
ger and harder than before. the cost of game development 
is therefore higher than before. the pluralism of devices 
on which a particular game can be played (Pcs, Xboxs, 
sony Playstations) raises the total cost of production, as 
optimization is required for each system individually. In 
addition, investment in marketing grows practically every 
year. Publishers invest in traditional marketing, digital and 
social marketing, sponsoring various promotional events 
aimed at popularization of content they sell. the final 
results are games whose budgets can be measured with 
movie budgets.
In 1997, more than $ 100 million was invested in the 
production of Final Fantasy 7, around 40 million for the 
development of the game and the rest in marketing [28]. 
costs grew in the XXI century, so about 250 million Us 
dollars were invested in the production of call of Duty 2: 
Modern Warfare in 2009, with most of the investments be-
ing made by marketing [29]. Grand theft Auto V from 2013 
is the most expensive game at the time of release, with a 
total cost of $ 265 million [30]. In table 1, one can see 10 
most expensive video games according to total develop-
ment and marketing costs, adjusted to 2018 price level. 
In this way, it is possible to compare costs from different 
periods of time. 
These budgets are too high for the publishers to finance 
them with their own funds. Loans are setting even higher 
profitability thresholds, that is, the publisher must sell at 
least 25-30% more than the investment, in order to start 
making profit. Bearing in mind that the premium price of 
exclusive video games has been $ 60 for more than a de-
cade [31], publishers need to sell at least five million copies 
of the game at full price to cover all costs. since exclusive 
games cost more and more, publishers cannot afford cut-
ting costs as an operational strategy. In order to achieve a 
breaking point as early as possible, they have to achieve 
an increase in sales revenue. However, $ 60 represents the 
psychological price that publishers do not dare to cross [32]. 
the ability to indirectly generate revenues higher than the 
premium price represents the most powerful motive for 
using microtransactions. 
Another important trend that affects video game pub-
lishers is changes in the overall revenue structure. Figure 
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1 shows the movement of total revenues at the industry 
level in the period 2012-2017 and the projection of the 
Newzoo agency for the period 2018-2021. the mobile 
games segment that was ranked as last in 2012 took over 
first place only three years later. There are estimates that 
in 2018, more than half of all industry's revenue will orig-
inate from this segment. While the average annual growth 
rates of Pc games and console games revenues are 3.1% 
and 2.3% respectively, the annual growth rate of mobile 
games revenues is as high as 26.8%. Due to the indicated 
trends, an increasing number of publishers are trying to 
rely their revenue on a growing segment of market.
Figure 1. total video games industry revenue with shares 
of individual market segments in the period 2012-2021[33]
Large publishers have adapted to these trends. More 
than half of Activision blizzard's revenue in fiscal year 
2017 comes from microtransactions. Out of a total of $ 
7.16 billion in revenue, about $ 4 billion comes from vari-
ous forms of microtransaction [34]. the company purchased 
mobile games publisher King, who has candy crash and 
Farm Heroes in his portfolio. In the fiscal year 2018, EA 
Games has made $ 2,196 billion through the so-called 
live services (the terminology used by this company for 
various forms of microtransaction), a 31% increase over 
the previous fiscal year [35]. Live services now account for 
42% of all company revenue and even 62% of revenue 
from digital distribution.
5. Conclusion
the bulk of the gaming community has a very negative 
attitude towards microtransactions. While one part sees 
them as an expression of publishers' greed the other part 
thinks that providing the opportunity to buy out the lack of 
abilities undermines the meaning of gaming competition. 
A small number of games are reserved only for cosmetic 
microtransactions, so players openly show their dissatis-
faction more and more.
regardless of the fact that the legal treatment of mi-
crotransactions varies across countries, the fact is that a 
number of negative effects on children have been record-
ed. the loot boxes system may not be a gambling itself, 
but it develops children's fondness towards gambling. 
This is also testified by websites that allow betting on the 
next content a player will get by opening loot box. An 
even greater problem is the abstractness of spending real 
money, which leads children to unconscious spending. 
Aggressive in-game sales allow children to make payment 
that is executed through an account at the mobile applica-
tion store. As the payment instrument is already linked to 
an account, children can pay by themselves. since they do 
not need to enter any security code for making payments, 
they do not have to be aware that they actually spent their 
parents' money. In practice, there have been cases where 
children spent thousands of dollars on microtransactions.
A classic pay-to-play approach is no longer a domi-
nant model of monetization in the video games industry. 
High development and marketing costs have intensified 
Table 1. top ten most expensive video games according to the total costs [27-29]
Position Full name of the game Year of release total costs at the release total costs adjusted to 2018
1 call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 2009 250 286
2 Grand theft Auto V 2013 265 279
3 star Wars: the Old republic 2011 200+ 218+
4 Halo 2 2004 120 208
5 Destiny 2014 140 145
6 Dead space 2 2011 120 131
7 Final Fantasy VII 1997 80-145 120-220
8 Grand thefz Auto IV 2008 100+ 114+
9 APb: All Points bulletin 2010 100 112
10 Mac Payne 2012 105 112
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cash flows and have forced publishers to change their ap-
proach. Kickstarter campaigns allow players to early pur-
chase the game cheaply, and provide development teams 
with a sufficient budget. Microtransactions allow the sale 
of additional content and the achievement of economies 
of scale, raising publishers' average earnings per game. 
In the future one can expect sharp decline of the classical 
approach to sales and more aggressive reliance on mi-
crotransactions. In the domain of exclusive games, the 
dominant form will probably become a monthly or annual 
subscription fee for accessing games, even for those with 
dominant single player mode.
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